
CANVA FOR ARTISANS



Free tool for graphic design- visual outlook (not a photo editing program!)

Presentations, social media, infographics, photo banks and collages, posters, CVs, brochures etc. 

Free version is usable for artisans. There is a pro version too, and alo single elements can be purchased.

Works on browser, does not need to be downloaded in PC

Lots of free photos, fonts and graphic elements

What is Canva?



Click "Register with email address"

User account can also be created with personal Google account or your Facebook profile, but

email registration is recommended as a safer option

Create a password for your account. A good password is unique and contains both

uppercase letters, lowercase letters and special characters. Avoid reusing or recycling old

passwords.

Create a user account



Starting a new
design

Canva has lots of templates — all professionally designed and fully customizable for your needs.

To choose or find a template, click an example of a design under "What will you design" or click
on the left bar "All designs" and scroll down, or click "Create a design" on the upper right corner
symbol. 



Use pictures in Canva

Canva has a photo bank
Diversity of pictures
Search using words or
browse by category

Photos:

Upload from your pc to Canva
Choose icon "Uploads" and "Upload
media"
Canva saves the uploaded pictures in
your own library
In case you want to remove the
uploaded picture, move it to trash
from the grey-dots-icon on the upper
right corner of the selected picture

Upload your own pictures:



Tools

Lines and shapes
Graphics
Photos
Videos
Sound
Frames
Grids

Elements:

Add heading
Add subheading
Add body text
Text templates (for example labels
etc.)
Fonts

Text tool:



Edit pictures and texts

Choose a font
Change the size and colour of the text
Change the layout of text paragraphs
Add effects
Change the colour settings of pictures
Add an effect on a photo

In the upper corner of the editor, you'll find a menu to edit text and pictures. 
In the menu you can:



PNG
JPG
PDF - standardi
PDF - print
MP4-video
GIF

Canva saves yor designs automatically. To download a file to
your pc hard disc, click           icon and choose a suitable
format for your design:

Save and download your
designs



As you stop working, return to the front page and click the
"initials/cover photo" button on the upper right corner and
choose "Sign out". Remember to sign out always, especially
when using a shared computer. 

The end


